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1 - An annoying story

 

------Edgelands-------

One day, Twig was arranging al his pirate longcoats in ABC order. "Okay, the dark blue goes first, for it
starts with D, as in the word Dog. Next is light blue. L, as in lumpy, as in the porridge I eat. After is
medium blue. M is for monkeys... I like monkeys. Last is pink... I didn't know I had a pink longcoat! I shall
wear it."

Twig put on the longcoat and danced outside to play in the snow. He lasooed a Hammelhorn and
dragged it up a hill. He let go of the rope and the Hammelhorn ran away. "Awww..."

Twig slid down the hill on a log and went to find Rook.

Rook was on board the Stormchaser, arranging his shoes in ABC order. Twig burst through the doors on
his log.

"Why are you riding a log?"

"It makes me feel happy." He grabbed Rook's arm and dragged him up the hill. "Now come, we shall
sledge!"

"But we have no-- NUUUUUH!!!! LEGGO!!!!" Twig tripped him up and jumped on top of him.

"Now ride! WHEEEEEEEE!!!!!! Isn't this fun!!!"

Rook looked up from sledging down the hill. "No."

After crashing Rook into a tree, Twig went off to find something else to do. He heard shouting from
behind the Stormchaser.

"Ooh, that sounds fun!" he said, and went to join in.

"Hotrod flames!"

"Bunnies!"

"HOTROD FLAMES!"

"BUNNIES!"

Twig came round the back of the Stormchaser to see Quint and Wind Jackal holding cans of paint and



screaming at each other

"What's wrong?" He asked. Wind Jackal turned to face him. He was covered in luminous pink paint.

"What's WRONG????? I'LL tell you what's WRONG!!!! I wanted to paint hotrod flames on the
Stormchaser, but THIS idiot--" he pointed at Quint, who tried to bite his finger, "-- wanted to paint
BUNNIES!!!! Bunnies are NOT cool."

Mr. Shnookums Jebediah Bartholemew Abraham VIII the sock puppet poked over Twigs shoulder.

"*gasp* HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT???? Bunnies are cool! Well... actually I have never felt a bunny, but
I am sure that they would be warm, which is the temperature between hot and cold. I don't even know
what a bunny is. It it like a Hammelhorn?"

Quint sighed. "No..." He tipped the paint can over Wind Jackals head and threw Twig and Mr.
Shnookums Jebediah Bartholemew Abraham VIII off the side of the ship.

"Wheeeeee...."

 



2 - Yuki and the vegetable patch

 

 

------Furubaland (wherever that is)------

 

One day, Yuki woke up at approxmately 9:59pm (remember he likes to sleep late), and realised that
something was different. He climbed out of bed... and realised that the back half of the house was gone.
He looked down and saw Kyo sitting in the vegetable patch eating a plank of wood. Shigure's voice
came out of nowhere.

"KYO!!!! Did you eat my house?!"

"...no..." Kyo got up and saw that he was sitting in a patch of leeks. He started bawling and running out
of the garden screaming like a girl.

Yuki went downstairs to find Tohru boiling a stone.

"Why are you boiling a stone?"

"It makes me feel happy!" Just then Haru ran through the door and slammed it shut behind him. The wall
fell down.

"RUN!!!!!! RUN FOR ALL THAT IS HOLY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" he screamed at them, and ran upstairs.

"What's Haru doing here?" Yuki wondered.

There was a rumble, then two hundred cows thundered through the hole in the house and up the stairs
after Haru.

Yuki looked at his garden. "My garden..." he ran over to the vegetable patch to find Momiji sitting there.
"What are you doing in my vegetable patch?"

"WELL, I came to see you yeserd, but I was just walking over your vegetable patch when I saw lots of
sheep in my head. So I was like 'Ooh, pretty sheep!' then I fell asleep,and when I woke up, Kyo was
sitting on me. Then Haru ran over me, then two hundred cows..." Yuki got out a shovel and whacked
Momiji over the head with it.

"And next time don't sit on my leeks!" he dragged Momiji off to the school and shut him in a locker.



"Hello" said Sasuke from inside the pencil case. "It's nice and sharp in here."

It was getting late (12:45pm), and Yuki decided to go to bed. His room currently lacked a wall, and was
very draughty, so he went off to find somewhere else to sleep. He went outside and jumped into the boot
of Hatori's car (a Robin Reliant). Twenty seconds later, Ha'ri opened the boot and threw him out. Yuki
went back to the house and climbed onto the roof. Shigure was there holding onto a
pole. "NOOOOOOO!!!!!! DON'T TOUCH MY POLE!!!!!!!!!" Yuki climbed off the roof.

He went to the spare room, but Ayame was there. "AH! YUKI! LET TODAY BE THE DAY WE DEEPEN
OUR BROTHERLY BOND!!!!!" he cried, running forwards to hug Yuki. Yuki slammed the door shut and
ran off. He went to the tree, buy Kyo was there, hugging his plank. Yuki pushed him off and took his
branch. He stole Kyo's blanket and went to sleep.

Kyo landed in the vegetable patch, next to some leeks.

Aaya bashed into the door and knocked himself out.

Haru jumped out of the space left by the missing wall.

Shigure got eaten by the pole.

Tohru fell in the saucepan,

And Momiji discovered the joy of sharp thingies in pencil cases.

 

 

 

 



3 - Furuba, Aliens, Ninetails - Oh my!

 

 

*sigh* Still don't own Fruits Basket, Doctor Who, Brainy-chan or Naruto... *MILD CURSING*

A script...

---Teh world of Furuba---

Momiji: *points outside and runs in onstage* There's an alien who's just landed in the back yard
Shigure!!! (he's back from school and looks really cute in his uniform YAYAYAYAYAYAYAY!!!!)

Shigure: *eating grilled cheese* I don't care. WHAT ARE YOU DOING IN MY HOUSE??? Shouldn't you
be at the main house?

Momiji: I just wanted... *sniff* ...to... *sniff*...to...*runs offstage bawling his eyes out*

Shigure: While you're here could you--

(Tohru walk onstage treeeeeeeeembling)

Shigure: Oh, hi. ...What's the matter?

Tohru: Aliens... *goes to make dinner*

Shigure: What?

Yuki: *walks in* Aliens...

Shigure: Huh?

Kyo: *walks in covered in bandages* DAMN THOSE ALIENS!!! THEY'RE STRONGER THAN YUKI!!!!!!!

Shigure: What aliens...? I thought Momiji was out there...

Kyo: Would Momiji do this? HE'S THE BLOODY RABBIT!!!!!

Shigure: All right!!!!! All right!!!!!

Kisa: (Tiger form AAAHHHH!!!!) *walks on backwards growling* Aliens...



Haru: *walks on backwards shouting* HOW DARE YOU! HOW DARE YOU HUG KISA!

Shigure: Don't you destroy my house, Black!

---later--

*house is lying in ruins* 

Haru: *holding Kyo upside down* ...um... HE DID IT!!!! *runs away*

Tohru: *in kitchen* I'm too weak to make dinner today. The chippy down the street is calling me. Chips,
it's saying. *wanders off*

Shigure: *still eating grilled cheese* Soooo.... about these aliens....

Momiji: Yeh! There's this big blue police box thingy and--

Kisa: RAWR!!!! (translation: Who cares??? I'm hungry!!!!!)

Hiro: *poofs out of nowhere* Hey Kisaaaaaaa--

Kisa: *changes back*

Hiro: Um....*melts*

Kisa: MUHAAAAAAAR!!!!! *runs to Tohru* I HAVE COME TO TAKE YOUR SOUL!!!!!!!

Kyo: What did you feed her?!

Tohru: ...Sugar...

Kisa: CANDY!!!!! *grabs Happy Pills and swallows them all*

-----

Brainy: *Somewhere in future* For some reason, I feel like I wanna punch Kisa... (you'll have to look at
meh piccy 'But WHY...?' to understand this bit)

-----

(Anywhoo... in teh big blue box thingeh)

Alien: Why do they call me Doctor? I have a name! It's--

Kyo: *bursts through doors* I SHALL DEFEAT YOU!!!!!!!!! ...Hey, it's bigger on the inside! *wanders
around looking impressed*



Doctor: New companion! *chucks Martha outta the TARDIS*

Jack: Hello, I'm Captain Jack Harkness-- And who are you...?

Doctor: Stop it!

Kyo: I am the fifth Hokage!

Naruto; Wrong series!

Brainy: *Warps in from teh year 3007* YOU'LL NEVER TAKE ME ALIVE!!!!!!

Kyo: Having a little paronia for breakfast?

Brainy: ...Yes... *warps out*

Jack: This reminds me of when I was a lass...

Doctor: Lass?

Jack: LAD!!!

Kyo: ...LET ME OFF!!!!!!!

Doctor: Whatever. *throws Kyo off*

Kyo: Owwww.... *looks around* GRR!!!! WHERE ARE THE MONSTERS?

Yuki: Kisa ate them. She's really paranoid today.

Kyo: Ooh, but I wanted to take 'em down!

Brainy: *Warps in* So I'm IMPROVISING!!!!!!! *warps out*

Tohru: What's with him? He just warped into the kitchen a minute ago and said that he DOESN'T LIKE
FLAME-GRILLED NINETAILS!!!! What's WRONG with him? *cries*

Yuki: Tohru Tohru Tohruuu..... Don't worry. I'll eat your flame-grilled Ninetails. *soft romantic smile*

Tohru: *Hits Yuki with wooden spoon* No! My Ninetails! *runs away*

---Later---

Martha: I like your Ninetails, Tohru.

Tohru: *Sob* That won't help... *sob*



Martha: I'm the Doctor... Well, sort of... How can I help?

Tohru: *sob* Get Kyo back...

Martha: Do the impossible... That's sorta hard...

Tohru: *Sob* And you can tell me if you don't like my Ninetails...

Martha: Okay, I don't like your Ninetails. My mum is ace at them... LEEKS!!! Yay! We can destroy Yuki's
garden!

Tohru: I've wanted to do that for ages! LET'S GO!!!!!!

---A little while later---

Martha: *throws self on ground and starts ripping out leeks and other varieties of veg* I... HATE... YOU...
YUKI...

Tohru: *Copies Martha* I... HATE... YOU... MORE... THAN... HER... YUKI...

Yuki: *Walks on* Thanks for pulling the leeks out! It's the right season! And the carrots, and the turnips,
and the sprouts...

Tohru: *Turns* GAH!!!!!!

Yuki: *Loving look* Oh, you're so happy I'm back!

Jack: *Walks on and winks at Tohru* Why, who are you?

Tohru: *Sweatdrop* *Gasp* *Faint*

Kyo: *Walks on* Oh Purrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrlease Ja----- TOHRU!!! WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO
TOHRU?! I WILL KILL YOU FOR THAT!

Shigure: *Walks on* HA YUKI!!! YOU ARE SAD!!! YOU HAVE A SECRET GARDEN!!!! *sweatdrop*
*tries to keep mouth shut*

Tohru: *Gets up*  

Doctor: *Walks on*

Tohru: *Sweatdrop* *Gasp* *Faint*

Doctor: HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!! Yuki you saddo! You are sad!!!

Kyo: TOHRU!!!! WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO TOHRU?! I WILL KILL YOU FOR THAT!



Shigure: *opens mouth* HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!!!!!!!

---Two hours later---

Shigure: --HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA... ha...
*falls unconcious*

Tohru: *Climbs into tyre and rolls down hill* Whee... whee... whee...

Doctor: Yuki you saddo! You are sad!!!

Yuki: NUUUH!!!! I can't let my fangirls hear!!!! *attacks Doctor*

Doctor: *makes shiny portal thingy appear outta nowhere*

Yuki: ...IT'S EATING MEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Tohru: *Appears in room* Nooooo!!! Don't get eateeen!!!!

Shiny Portal Thingy: MOOHAAAR!!! *Sucks Yuki in*

Yuki: *Girly scream* *holds onto Tohru*

Tohru: *Holds onto page boarder* NUUUUUH!!!!

*Dramatic horror music*

Martha: *Appears outta nowhere with the Doctor* Oh, so she was BLONDE???

Doctor: Yeh! And her mother was less spaztic about me!

Martha: ...

TEH END!!!!!!!! ^^; Wow that was long!!!! We've been through a lot together, everyone...

-----------

OMAKE BONUS!!!!

-----------

Yuki: What is wrong with your mind?

Me: Eh? Why you askie?

Yuki: Because it is twisted...



Me: I know...

Kat: Why am I her friend? WHY ME????

Me: ...Because you are spaztic...?

Kat: ...Oh.

Yuki: Anyone wanna plant leeks and watch One Piece with me?

Me+Kat: ..........erm...............*fall asleep*

Kyo: *stomps on* EM! KAT! WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO THEM?! I WILL KILL YOU FOR THAT!

 

, my pallies!!!!

 

 

 

 



4 - Kyo, Yuki, and a 15 second flashback

 

Just watched two Legion of Superheroes eppies, one where Brainy goes bonkers (I love that one so
much!) and the other with the Legion of Substitute Heroes (I AM A SUBSTITUTE HERO!!!! FEAR
ME!!!!), so I am HYPA.... RUN FOR THE HILLS!!!!! CO STANLEY QUEEN EM IS HYPA!!!!!

Kyo: GET ON WITH IT ALREADY WOMAN!!!

Me: *ducks behind Brainy* ACK! Don't scare me like that!

Kyo: Get on with it then! Don't you EVER stop talking?

Me: ..Ah... BRAINEH!!!! *shoves Brainy forward*

Brainy: ...Yeh, she was just clearing things up so she wouldn't have to later. And you're loud and--

Kyo: Shut up and start the script already!

Me: *Glares* You're mean! *Whacks him with her Kagura plushie*

Kyo: AAAGH!!!! THE PLUSH IS TOO MUCH!!!! *Is batted to death by Kagura plushie*

Brainy: *Watching with popcorn* What about the disclaimer?

(Kyo continues to be beaten with Kagura plushie and one Banderbear plushie(s)

Brainy: Okaaaaaay..... *Pulls out pre-written disclaimer on sheet of paper* The Co Stanley Queen does
not own LOSH, Furuba, Banderbears, plushies or popcorn. They belong to whoever made them up in
the first place. If she did own us, there would be Kyos and Yukis everywhere, and I would be acting mad
24/7, and-- *Goes red* I REFUSE TO READ THIS OUT LOUD ANY LONGER!!!!! *leaves, taking piece
of paper with him and leaving Me to drag Kyo away*

Me: Here's the script. I'm goig to teach Kyo how to treat girls properly. *leaves in opposite direction* 

 

Anywhoo...

 

Kyo: I WILL BEAT YOU!!!! GIVE UP, YA DAMN RAT!!!!! *serious face*



Yuki: ...Okay.

Kyo: Wha-?! Really?!

Yuki: Yeah, sure. Why not.

Kyo: ...Well that was easy...

Yuki: If I can't be useful to the school president, then my life has... no meaning... *droop*

Makoto: (In background crying) Oh Yuki....

Kyo: *Slaps Yuki* Oh no! Don't you DARE go emo!

Yuki: (On floor) I can still remember that dark... cold room...

(Picture starts to swim and fuzz)

Kyo: No, no, NO! We are NOT having another damn character origin flashback!!!

(Picture returns to normal)

Yuki: But... how will anyone know about my character?

Kyo: FINE! You have 15 seconds!

(Piccy starts to swim and fuzzzzzz.... moohar!)

Yuki: When I was born the rat my nose developed special powers of the ability to smell through walls 10
metres thick and Haru kept beating me up 'cause I was a loser and everybody hated me but then he fell
in love with me because I'm so femininely gorgeous and Akito got jealous and locked me in the toilet and
left me there for two weeks solid then Ninetails killed my whole family apart from Aaya nii-san but I got
away and Zabuza raised me! *pantpantpant*...I mean Shigure! *pantpantpant*

(Picceh returneth to normal)

Kyo: See?

Yuki: I guess...

Kyo: Soooooooooooo.......

Kazuma: *Stabs Yuki randomly* Oooooo-WAAAAAAAAAAH!!!!!! 

Yuki: Bleh!

Momiji: (From under pudding bowl) Oh no! Yuki's dea--



Yuki: Bleeeaaaauurgh!!!

Momiji: Yuki's de--

Yuki: Bleeeeeeeaaaaaaaauuurrrghhhh!!!!

Momiji: Yuki's--

Yuki: BLEEEEEEEAAAAAUUURGH!!!!!

Tohru: (From bag of chips) Oh will you just DIE already?!

Yuki: ...Bleh... *dies*

 

Kyo: Thank God she finally shut up!

Me: *Glares*

Kyo: What?

Me: *Attacks with Kagura plushie*

Kyo: NO NOT THE PLUSH!!!!!!

Brainy: You are all 6th level intelligence idiots. *Sighs* You know it already... Final Disclaimer: She
doesn't own us blah blah blah... 'cause if she did there would be yadda yadda yadda... Don't sue us ect.
So on and so forth.

*screaming and manical laughter is heard*

Brainy: I should help... I really should... but I'm not going to... *sits back with popcorn*

 

 

 



5 - Sandpits, NWCs and firebells...

 

This comes from meh pally Sophie's (Gaara) mind. (I did change it a smidge [I love that word!] in some
places though...)

Imagine if all the ninjas went to NORMAL school.... well.... OUR school. Normal is.... a sliiiiiight
understatement....

 

It was an okay-ish day at Waldegrave School for Ninjas, and the class had just finished a random
lesson...

Neji: Man, I hate this! I get WAY more sand than usual in my shoes when I come anywhere near the
long-jump pit! (Remember, 'tis filled with sand.)

Gaara: (Thinking) Fool.... MWA HA HA HA HA HA HA--

Ino: Shut it, goth!

Gaara: --HA HA HA HA HA-- Huh? NO!!!! I SAID IT WASN'T EYELINER!!!! NYAAAAARGH!!!!

Lee: And I'm not allowed to wear my new spanky sports spandex eh!

 

Eerie silence

Neji: ...ANYWHOO! As I was saying, tha--

 

RING RING RING RING RING RING RING RING ect.

 

Neji: Oh crap! 'Tis the firebell!

Naruto: Quick Hinata! Find out which room it's coming from!



Hinata: O-O-kay Naruto-kun! Byakugan!

Hinata's vision: Gai-sensei in a revealing green dress teaching kids to sing THE MYSTERIOUS
TICKING NOISE!!!!!! (XD XD XD)

Hinata: Oh... my God...

Everyone: EWWWWWWWW!!!!!!!!

Hinata: OOHPS!!!!! Wrong room!!!!!

Neji: *Slaps hands over Hinata's eyes* Don't look, Hinata-chan! DON'T LOOK!!!!!

 

Then the class finally remembers they're SUPPOSED to be out on the field....

 

...So they file out and line up in front of their Senseis, Iruka and Kakashi.

 

Kakashi: *While doing register* Heyyyyy, by the way, why the hell are you guys TEN MINUTES late?!

Class: *Look at each other and shrug, completely silent*

Kakashi: Ugh... anywhoo, a-- LEE!!! Stop waving that spandex around PLEASE!!!!

Lee: Aaaaaaawwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww....... but I only wanted to *hic* show *hic* ......a.....
eh.....a.....*sniff*

Kakashi: And Gaara! Put that sand away! Take it out at breaktime.  >:(

Gaara: Damn you!

Iruka: Hey guys, we've gotta go now, but we're gonna leave ya in good hands!

Class: ...?

 

Iruka and Kakashi walk off.

 

Neighbourhood Watch Commitee: Heya guys!



Class: What?! Eh?! NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOect.

N.W.C: Eh? What's wrong?

Sasuke: We don't want you! You're always interrupting our violent scenery-and-pensioner-destroying
battles!

Neji: YEAH!!!!!!!

N.W.C: WHAT???? We're not that bad.... *sniff*

Hinata: Yes you are, you **** *** ******** **** **** ******** ****** son of a *****!!!!!!

Neji: HINATA-CHAN!!!!!! (thinking) Kakashi's corrupted her mind... I knew they shouldn't have let a
pervert like him teach! 

N.W.C: I... I never thought it would come to this! *Runs away*

Temari: Sooooo.... what we gonna do now?

Orochimaru: It's about time I came onto this script! Oh, hello children... >:)

Class: (0)__(0)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Sasuke: EEEEK!!!!! ...Hey, why the hell are you here?

Orochimaru: I could see the moment coming.

Naruto: Hey... um... Orochimaru?

Orochimaru: Eh?

Naruto: ...Isn't the school supposed to be on fire or something?

Orochimaru: Well how the heck am I supposed to know??? Ehm... hey, where's that pink hyperactive
friend of yours?

Naruto: Eeh, Sakura-chan? I dunno... hrm...

 

SUDDENLY THE WHOLE SCHOOL BLOWS UP IN FLAMES AND SMOKE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
MWA HA HA HA HA HA HA-

 



Then Sakura walks out all covered in ash with her HAIR ON FIRE!!!!! (XD XD XD)

 

Orochimaru: Hey Sakura! That's very bad!

Sasuke: Um.... Orochimaru?

Orochimaru: WHAT??? Oh yeah, bad guy... Good Sakura, good!

Gaara: So what do we do now?

Orochimaru: When ever in doubt, blame the Neighbourhood Watch Commitee! >:)

Class: DAMN YOU NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH COMMITTEE!!!!!!!!

Random Ninja #1: Ah, that felt better!

Naruto: What? AH! What're YOU guys doing here????

Sasuke: Oh, and you actually brought your friends this time!

Random Ninja #1: Yes, we had to take a detour through... Teddington...

 

(Somewhere in her mind, CoStanleyQueen5 sits back from her keyboard and PUNCHES THE AIR!!!!
[Teddington's where I live, un])

 

Sasuke: ...Okay...?

Sakura: Why are you here anyway?

Ninjas: Oh well. Watching Sakura blow up a school is much better than any Naruto episode! (XD XD XD)

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 



6 - Early morning, rain is falling...

 

Sasuke - Sasuke

Sasu - Me (BIG difference from Sasuke!)

Kat - SasukeAndMomijiHaHa

A list of people in the room;

Sasuke

Kat,

Gaara,

Kisa,

Sakura,

Neji,

Sasu,

Kyo,

Yuki,

Momiji,

Rock Lee,

Iruka,

Kakashi,

Shino,

Hinata,

Zabuza,



Haku,

Batman.

 

It was 1:00 in the morning at the holy temple of moo (situated in a place I am not at liberty to tell you).
And it was raining really hard. Really, REALLY hard.

Braineh walked in, half asleep, and tripped over Sasu, who was sleeping on top of Gaara, using his
stomach as a pillow. Gaara was reading a shojo manga (remember he can't sleep!), and trying not to
notice the fact that he had a mad fangirl draped over him. She had turned out impossible to move. Sasu
was holding onto Kat, who was using Sasuke's stomach as a pillow.

Braineh managed to fall at just the right angle to crash onto Sasuke, Kat, Gaara, Kisa, Sakura, Neji,
Sasu, Kyo, Yuki, Momiji, Rock Lee, Iruka, Kakashi, Shino, Hinata, Zabuza, Haku and Batman all at once
(I don't know why Batman was there, I don't get paid enough for that), and Sasu ripped the book from
Gaara's hands and threw it at the robot boy's head. It hit him square in the face and knocked him back
onto Kat, squashing her flat 'Oh yeah,' he thought, 'it's Sasu's sleepover...'. When Momiji FINALLY
managed to peel her off the floor and blow her back into shape with a bicycle pump, everyone was
wiiiiiiiide awake, so they decided to play something.

Momiji spoke up "Hey! I know this game! You spin a bottle twice, and whichever two people it lands on
have to kiss! IT'LL BE FUN NYEH!!!" Sakura looked at Sasuke and squealed herself blue in the face.
Sasuke looked sick.

"Okay!" Kat yelled, and promptly drank an entire bottle of Coke, so they had a spinny thing. They all
pushed the furniture aside and sat in a circle on the floor.

Sasu spun the bottle.

It landed on Gaara.

Gaara spun the bottle again.

It landed on...

Neji.

The two boys looked at each other, positively green in the face, and stayed that way until Sasu and Kat
pushed them into the kiss.

After five minutes of holding them in the kiss, they were let go, and immediately ran off to the bathroom,
to rinse their mouths out with soap. They came back slightly calmer.



The bottle spun... and landed on Yuki.

Then it landed on... Kisa.

Kisa blushed so much Kyo was worried her head might explode. Yuki paled. "Isn't this like, illiegal?
Kissing someone who's not even 13 yet?"

"I'm writing this fic!" Sasu yelled. "Of course it's not illiegal!" So Yuki kissed Kisa. Then Hiro appeared out
of nowhere and punched Yuki.

"Did you know that was gonna happen?!" Yuki asked Sasu.

"Heh heh heh... maaaaaaaaybe..."

The next pair was Kat and Kyo. They kissed shyly, then Lee shoved Kyo out the way, screaming, "KAT
IS MINE DATTEBAYO!!!!!!!" Then he punched Kyo so hard he flew to the far end of the garden. Kyo
came back a few minutes later, rubbing his head, soaking wet (it was still raining hard).

The next pair was Kakashi and Iruka (I couldn't resist!). They were quick to get into a passionate kiss,
that lasted until Momiji shoved a badger between them, and everyone else pulled them forcefully apart.
Sasuke had already fainted at the sight, and Batman had to spend the next fifteen minutes fanning him
before he came round.

Sasu was sitting on Kakashi's chest indian-style. "Sensei, that was completely disgusting and mentally
scarring!"

Kakashi laughed. "You should read Make Out Paradise."

Sasu ran away to spin the bottle again. It landed on her... and Braineh.

TWO SECONDS LATER

Braineh was lying on the floor, his head bleeding and his arm ripped off again (See 'Legacy' X3).

Sasu was hiding behind Sasuke, who was holding a bloody kunai in his hand, his arm around the
authoress (X3 I couldn't resist writing that).

"No-one kisses my Sasu-chan! NO-ONE!"

"HEY! Who're ya calling YOUR Sasu-chan?!" Sasuke kissed her.

TWO SECONDS LATER

Sasuke was lying on the floor on top of Braineh, his head bleeding and his headband stuffed into his
mouth.

A FEW MORE SECONDS LATER



Momiji was still hyper, despite it being about 6 hours past his bedtime. "I KNOW, I KNOW! Let's
do TRUTH OR DARE!!!!!"

Everyone was yawning, not allowed to keel over and go to sleep again by order of the little hyper rabbit.
"Oooo-kaaaay....."

Momiji spun the bottle, it landed on Kat.

"KAT-CHAN!!!!! TRUTH OR DARE?!?!?!?!?!"

"Ehh... Truth..." Momiji thought.

"Ooooookaaaaaaaaaaaaay...... Do you..... FANCY SASUKE?!"

Kat giggled. "...YES!" She squealed as Sasuke looked daggers at her.

Momiji grinned. "Okayyyy dattebayo. Next...." He spun the bottle again, and it landed on Gaara. "YOUR
TURN!!!!! TRUTH OR DARE?!?!?!?! Braineh can choose the outcome 'cause he has pretty hair!"

"Dare..." Gaara replied, a bored expression on his face.

Braineh smirked. "I dare you.... to sing the Barney song while dancing around, wearing a bright pink
dress or miniskirt!!!!" 

There was a silence. An evil silence that would send shivers down Kakashi's spine. Which it would have,
had he not been snoozing with Batman in a corner. Everyone turned to Gaara to see his reaction.

He was mad. REALLY MAD!!!! His hands were curled so tightly into fists his knuckles were white, his
eyes were wide, and a slight twitch completed the look. He wanted blood for this.

Sand rose up, ready to kill anyone in his path.

"Nuuuh! You can't kill anyone! You PROMISED!!!!" Sasu yelled, clinging onto Gaara's arm. His head
turned sharply towards her.

"No I didn't!" He glared.

"Yes you did! You promised!" Sasu glared back.

A growl escaped as he dropped the sand, it slowly going back to his gourd.

"Fine. Where am I going to get the p--" Zabuza pulled out a dress and skirt from behind his back. "But I
don't know the Bar--"  Haku pulled out a boom box with a 'Barney and Friends Greatest Hits' tape inside.

Gaara growled again as he got up and snatched the skirt from Zabuza, and headed to the bathroom. 



As soon as everyone was sure Gaara was gone, the burst out laughing. Neji made sure there was still
film in his camera, so he would NEVER forget this.

The bathroom door slammed open and closed, everyone becoming silent as the sandman entered the
room, his pale chest exposed to the world, and the bright pink miniskirt around his hips (it didn't cover
even half of his thighs). A flash went off in his face. He turned and snarled at a smirking Neji. A hand
was lifted in the normal fashion, then squeezed shut. A hundred little pieces covered the floor. 

"HEY! That was my CAMERA!" Neji yelled.

"You're lucky it wasn't your face." Gaara stated. Then...

That damn child's song started.

"I love you..."

Gaara didn't move or speak. Iruka signaled for him to begin.

"You. Love. Me." Gaara's teeth were clenched as he began to move around in a circle. "We're a happy 
family..." His eye twitched like mad. "With a- GREAT big hug..." He shuddered as the words touched his
lips, almost making him puke. "And a--" Did he just mumble f***in' hell? "...Kiss from... me. To. You." His
hands were clenched so tight he felt his nails puncture his skin. He stopped dancing and closed his eyes
tight. "Won't. You say... you... l-l-l-lo-loooo- lov- AAAAAAAAHHHHHH!!!!!!!!"

And then he snapped.

As soon as his eyes opened again, sand appeared around Haku and Zabuza'a necks, and the boom box
was smashed. He was sooooooo ready to decapitate them, but then he remembered what Sasu had
said, and with a groan let the sand slip away once more.

And, still pissed off, he stomped back to the bathroom to change. Then... as soon as he left, the room
was filled with hysterical laughter.

"OH MY GOD! THAT WAS THE FUNNIEST THING I'VE SEEN IN MY LIFE!!!!" Neji laughed.

"Next time we have to get him in a schoolgirl outfit!" Kat giggled. Even Sasuke was holding his sides!

Gaara then came back, redressed and a bit calmer.

Silence once more...

"AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!!" No one could hold back for long.

"I swear to whatever God you believe in, if you ever speak of this again after tonight, someone will soon
find you dead, face down in a puddle. Now shut up and let my turn be over."

He flung the bottle across the floor, and it finally stopped on Lee...



2 HOURS LATER

"Okay, what now?" Yuki asked, voice a little shaky.

"How 'bout a... drinking game!" Sakura smiled, running to grab some shot glasses and alcoholic drinks
from the kitchen. No one had time to state their own opinion, as the game was set up really quickly.
Creepy drunk ninja girl...

"Okay! This game is called 'Quarters'." She explained. On the floor was a glass of beer and a quarter.
The other drinks were spread out around the circle. "Now, you must try to bounce the quarter off the
floor and into the glass! If you miss, you take a drink of whatever poison you choose. If you make it,
everyone else has to drink. The last one who can remember their name in the end wins! I go first!" The
stupid girl was too excited/drunk to notice everyone else's expressions.

Pinky took the quarter and aimed, then bounced it on the floor (it's a wooden floor okay?). And... made...
it? She cheered her victory as everyone else had a drink of whatever. Except Hinata and Lee (Kisa fell
asleep in the corner with Batman and Kakashi, 'cause she was still a bit young to drink).

Another bounce, another quarter in. Another round of drinks. Except Hinata and Lee.

"Why do I have a strange feeling that Sakura has played this many times before...?" Kyo whispered to
Shino, who could only blink in amazement and suprise.

Another one in. "Hey!" The girl's voice swayed as she spoke. "Why aren't you two drinking?" She pointed
at Lee and Hinata.

"Because if I have any alcohol I'll destroy half the city?" Lee answered.

"Oh, ya... but what about you, Miss Blushes?" She hiccuped.

"Um... well..." Hinata glanced down, shyly.

"She doesn't drink." Said Neji, half-threateningly.

"What? Pttp! What a wuss! Come on, have just a little?" Sakura picked up some vodka and put it to
Hinata's lips.

"I--" Too late. The liquid slipped past her lips. She froze as more burned her throat.

Neji's eyes widened. "shoot! shoot! shoot!" He yelled, pushing Sakura away from his cousin. "shoot!
Hinata! Hinata! Answer me!" He glared at the pink haired girl giggling on the floor. "You dog! Look
what you've done!"

Sakura looked up at the two Hyugas. "What? She's stunded, that's all!" She smiled.

"NO! That damn vodka has made her drunk!"



"So?"

"So? SO?! HAVE YOU EVER SEEN HINATA DRUNK?! IT'S NOT PRETTY!!!!"

"What? Is she some kind of slut?" Haku laughed.

"NO! She's--"

At that moment, Hinata snapped out of her calm state. And she looked pissed.

Neji took a step back. "Now... get some rope. And a chair..."

ABOUT 2 HOURS LATER

"Holy shoot!" Sasuke wiped a bead of sweat from his brow. "What the hell was that?!"

"I tried to tell you!" Neji tightened the ropes around Hinata (who was tied to a chair and passed out).
"Hinata is a MEAN drunk!"

"Dude! That was NOT mean! That was some cute, innocent girl turned into a raging lunatic! It took you,
me, Sasuke, Zabuza, Haku, Kyo, Gaara, Sasu, Kat AND Iruka just to tie her up!" Momiji lay on the floor,
gasping for air.

At this point in the sleepover? Sakura was passed out on the floor, Yuki was in the kitchen working on
the snacks, Kat was dancing around with Haku (Zabuza watching their every move), Hinata, of course,
was tied up, Lee was staring at the passed out Sakura with googly eyes, Braineh was looking
half-asleep on the couch, Neji, Shino, Kyo and Sasuke were watching the movie 'Darkness Falls',
Momiji, Kat, Sasu, Batman, Iruka, Kakashi, Kisa and Kyo were passed out in the corner, and Gaara was
leaning against the wall, managing to look bored and pissed off at the same time.    

 

 
I'm gonna try to add more later on, but school's starting tomorrow (nuuuuuh...), so it might be a little
while. But you never know X3.

REVIEW OR I WILL EAT YOUR SOUL. Or at least bat at you with a plushie.  

   



7 - Author/Muse dialouge

 

 

Sasu: *Deadbeat on the floor*

Muse: FINALLY!!!!! A good chapter! God you write slowly!

Sasu: And whose fault do you think that is?

Muse: *Glare* Are you calling me a bad muse?!

Sasu: *Desperately trying to find a diplomatic answer* Ehh...

Muse: Don't I give you loads of ideas?

Sasu: Well... yeah...

Muse: Didn't I give you the Ninja Centerfold Neji?

Sasu: HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA-- err, yeah...

Muse: Don't I give you inspiration?

Sasu: Actually, I seek my inspiration in music most of the time...

Muse: And you're supposed to be my 'voice'... *sigh*

Sasu: Hey, you get what you deserve!

Muse: *Hits Sasu on the head* Why did I get such a crappy writer?

Sasu: HEY! Don't hit your voice! ...And wouldn't that make you a crappy muse? *Grin*

Muse: Why you--

Sasu: There, dear readers, you have my tyrant muse! *Ducks flying objects*

Muse: *Hits Sasu on the head... again*

Sasu: See?



Muse: I give you good ideas, you brat!

Sasu: *Sigh* Yes, you give me great ideas *rubs back of head*. And furthermore I'm in middle school
(I've always wanted to say that X])!

Muse: ...Just start writing.

Sasu: *Looks down at oncoming chapters* Hehe, my muse is a per--

SMACK

Sasu: OUCH! That hurt!

Muse: Get your @$$ working already *twitchy eye*!!!!!

Sasu: Yes ma'am. Right away, ma'am.

 

 

 



8 - It's time to mess with Naruto!!!

 

 

Naruto: I'm all aloooooone... all by myseeeeeelf.... there is no one here besiiiiide meeeee....

Voice: Oh yes there is!!!!

Naruto: AAAAAAH!!! WHO SAID THAT?!

Voice: ...Your worst nightmare...

Naruto: Oh crap! It's not Orochimaru in spandex, is it?

Voice: AIEEEE!!!!! THE MENTAL IMAGES!!!! THEY BUUUUUUUURN!!!!! *Gurgle*

Naruto: Sorry.

Voice: S'kay, besides... *holds up bag o' cookies* I BROUGHT COOKIES!!!!

Naruto: YAY COOKIES!!! *Runs towards cookies*

Voice: YOINK! *Pulls cookie up*

Naruto: *Runs into brick wall* OW! DAMMIT! SHOW YOURSELF!!!!!

Voice: Whatever... *Sasu steps out of shadows dragging Jonouchi and Yugi* Yo!

Naruto: *Laughs* You're short.

Sasu: *Kicks Naruto* STFU BAKA!!!

Naruto: OW! GEEZ! ...You gotta name?

Sasu: WHAT?! IT'S BEEN SAYING MY NAME IN THE SCRIPT FOR LIKE, THE LAST THREE WHOLE
LINES!!! CAN'T YOU READ?!

Naruto: ...Yes...?

Sasu: *Sigh* It's Sasu.

Naruto: *Laughs* That's a boy name!



Sasu: *Growls* ...EAT JOEY BEYOTCH!!!! *Begins chasing Naruto with Jonouchi*

Naruto: AIEEEEE!!!! *Runs away*

Yugi: *Eating popcorn* Trust in the heart of the cards, yeah.

 

--TEN MINUTES LATER--

 

Random group of people: *Eating popcorn on the sidelines*

Sasu: What the- When did you guys get here?!

Everyone: *Shrug* We ninja poofed!

Sasu: 'Kayz.

Naruto: Who the hell are THEY?!

Sasu: Weeeeelllllllll..... let's seeee.... we have Momitchi...

Momitchi [Fruits Basket]: Hey hey hey!

Sasu: Kat-chan...

Kat [SasukeAndMomijiHaHa]: CHA!

Sasu: Yami...

Yami [Yu Gi Oh!]: Trust in the heart of the cards...

Sasu: Kyon-kyon...

Kyo [Fruits Basket]: Damn Rat... Damn Rat...

Sasu: Yun-yun...

Yuki [Fruits Basket]: Stupid Cat, you'll never get my plushie!

Sasu: ...ROBIN!!!!

Robin [You know ROBIN! Teen Titans, geez...]: Who is Slade... Who is Slade... Who is Slade...



Sasu: Kisa-chan...

Kisa [Fruits Basket]: Uhm... *Blushes*

Sasu: *Hugs Kisa* AND BRAINEH-CHAAAAAAN!!!!! 

Braineh: The voices! They're back! AIEEEEEE!!!!!

Sasu: ...

Naruto: Oooooh-kaaaaaay....

Yami: DUEL ME!!!!

Sasu: *Claps loudly* Now that everyone's acquainted, LET'S PARTY!!!!

Yuki: Who with, Satchan?

Sasu: ... *Death Glare*

Yuki: *Sweatdrop* ...Five seconds?

Sasu: Five seconds.

Yuki: *Runs away*

Sasu: 5...

4...

3...

2...

1...

GET BACK HERE YOU BASTARD!!!! *Runs after Yuki*

Yuki: AIEEEEEE!!!!!

Everyone else: *Eating popcorn* Hahahaha.

 

---DUH END---

Sasu: How was it?



Yuki: It sucked.

Sasu: *Death Glare*

Yuki: *Sweatdrop* ...Five seconds?

Sasu: Five seconds.

Yuki: *Runs away*

Kat: Review so we can see how she kills him!

Yami: Duel me!!! *Waves cards*

Sasu: MAGIC AND WIZARDS!!!! *Jumps Yami*

Joey: I feel so left out...

Sasu: *Abandons Yami and jumps Joey* JONOUCHI-KUUUUUUN!!!!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9 - It's the ears! (Tokyo Mew Mew)

 

It's about time I got round to writing some Tokyo Mew Mew!!! Anywhoo... DON'T leave comments
saying 'Actually, their names are Kisshu, Tart and Pie', or I may have to eat you. 

--

Kish yawned as he stretched himself out. So he was going to fight the Mew Mews again with Pai and
Taruto. Nooooo biggie. He looked around for that Masaya kid. No sign of him. Damn.

Masaya pissed him off. He did nothing, Ichigo got hurt, and then she blamed Kish. It sucked. It was like
Kish was the spawn of Satan or something. He remembered this one time...

Masaya ran over to Ichigo crying. "Ichi-chan! It huuuuuurts!!!" He blubbered, holding up his paper cut.

"OMIGOSH!!!! SOMEBODY CALL 911!!!!" Screamed Ichigo, running around in circles.

"I-Ichigo..." Kish reached out his hand, on the verge of dying from blood loss. "I-I think my spleen is
broken..."

"YOU!!!!" Ichigo pointed at him. "IT'S YOUR FAULT!!!! YOU GAVE AOYAMA-KUN HIS
LIFE-THREATENING PAPER CUT!!!!"

Then he got a mouthful of Strawberry Ribbon Surprise.

Damn him.

He floated down to the point where he was eye-level with Ichigo. He was about to speak, but noticed all
the Mew Mews were staring at him. His eyebrow twitched and he sighed. "Listen, you! I'm going to--"

"SO KAWAII!!!!!" He was cut off by Ichigo tackling him to the ground.

"Wahh...?" Dumbfounded.

Then he felt her tugging at his ears. He slapped her hand away, and then he felt... soft fur. He blinked.
Then he blinked again. "Wahh...?"

Lettuce blinked. "He's..."

Pudding smiled. "...Got..."

Mint stared. "...PANDA EARS!!!!!"



Zakuro died of shock. Then Mint killed herself because her Onee-san was dead.

Pai and Taruto landed at this point. Pudding gasped and pointed while Lettuce covered her face and
blushed. Taruto and Pai blinked.

"...MONKEY EARS!!!"

"...PAI-SAN HAS BUNNY EARS!!!!!!"

Their eyes grew wide as they reached up to feel their ears. Oh dear. When they realised the situation...
well, it was too late, really, because Pudding had glomped Taruto and Lettuce had latched herself to Pai.
They recovered quickly from Mint and Zakuro's deaths.

About that time, Masaya ran up. "MOMOMIYA-CHAN!!! I LOVE YOU!!!!"

Ichigo stopped glomping Kish enough to let him breath, and she responded. "Do YOU have adorably
cute panda ears?"

"Um... no?"

"THEN YOU MEAN NOTHING TO ME!!!!"

And Masaya got a mouthful of Strawberry Ribbon Surprise.

"This is the best day of my life!" Kish cried.

...And then he woke up.

Kish blinked and looked around the room. Then he felt his ears.

"...NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!"

His scream carried all the way to Pai and Taruto, who came crashing into the room.

"WHAT'S WRONG, KISH-NII?!" Taruto yelled. Pai looked at Kish.

"Nothing seems wrong..."

"GUYSGUYSGUYS!!!!" Kish waved his arms around. "WE-NEED-EARS!!!!!"

"...Kish..." Pai growled.

"Oi, Kish-nii, we got ears; bigger ones than humans at that!"

"NONONO!!! I mean like PANDA EARS!!! BUNNY EARS!!!" He pointed at Pai, who had a tick mark
forming on his forehead. "...AND MONKEY EARS!!!" He pointed at Taruto.



"...Are you feelin' okay, Kish-nii?" Taruto pressed his hand to Kish's forehead.

Kish slapped it away. "No, I'm serious! What if... I told you it would make Mew Pudding love you?"

Taruto blushed. "I-I-I WASN'T WATCHING HER BATHING!!!! WHATEVER PAI-NII TOLD YOU, IT WAS
A DIRTY LIE!!!"

Kish blinked. Pai slapped his head.

As if to further himself, Taruto pointed at Pai. "...AND IT'S NOT LIKE HE HASN'T SEEN LETTUCE--
Mmph!"

With a hand over his mouth, Pai was on the verge of gagging him.

Kish's smile grew slyer. Well, all we have to do is get those special ears... They'll think it's cuuuuute," he
sing-songed.

Taruto's eyes grew wide and pleading as he looked at Pai.

Pai sighed and slapped his head again.

--

"Deep Blue, we come with a request..." Kish bowed.

"A... Request? You haven't found a Mew Aqua yet, and you already expect a reward?"

"It's not like that, Leader-sama..." Pai mumbled, also bowing.

"It's something that will help us complete our mission!" Kish and Pai glanced at Taruto.

"...Very well..." The voice responded hesitently. "If it will help you achieve a Mew Aqua, name it!"

"We need... Panda ears!"

"Monkey ears!"

"And... Bunny... Ears..."

--

--

--

"TEAM ROCKET'S BLASTING OFF AGAIN!!!!!" Kish yelled as they flew through the sky.



"...Who?" Taruto gave him a blank look, as Pai quietly loaded a gun.

 

--

 

OH YEAH!!! That was so fun to write!!!! Read and review, or I will set Kish, Neji and my squirrelz on you.
And don't think I wouldn't ^^!

 

 

 



10 - 20 ways to get Ryou to rip your head off!!!

 

 

NOTE: I am not responsible for any injuries sustained while performing these acts. Ryou-chan is easily
angered, so don't come crying to me.

Anywhoo...

1. Wake him up in the middle of the night, saying you found a Mew Aqua.

2. When he finds out you've lied, and asks; "Why did you wake me up at midnight for THAT?!?!?!" Shine
a torch in his face and say, "Come join the Dark Side... We have pie!!! (Or Pai works just as well)"

3. Steal his clothes, and leave only Pudding's uniform for him to wear.

4. Take a big hammer and have fun in the basement lab.

5. When the cafe is peaceful, scream across the room to him; "Ryou! How's your affair going with
Keiichiro?! You know you shouldn't cheat on Masaya!!!!" Count to ten and run like heck.

6. Ask him the deal between him and Keiichiro, and ask when he is going to resolve his issues between
him and Pudding.

7. Give him sleeping pills in his drink (all that coffee will get to him eventually), and have Kish transport
him to the top of the Eiffel Tower in France. Make sure you have access to a French newspaper to see
the result.

8. Tie him to your ceiling fan and turn it on (make sure you have insurance on your fan).

9. Lock him in the Cafe alone with every single fangirl he has (it must be a big room), and hold a 'hug
and kiss Ryou' party.

10. Surprise him every time he steps out of the Cafe by covering him in silly string (make sure you have
lots of silly string at hand).

11. Force him to watch Kish kiss Ichigo (though Ichigo would probably be the most likely to cause you
injury).

12. While he sleeps, tape him to the bed, shine a light in his face and yell; "TRAIN!!!!!"

13. Have Kish tell Ryou that he found all the Mew Aqua, then crashed his computer.



14. Have fun painting his room to Pudding and Mint's tastes.

15. Cosplay as a Sailor Moon character, then dance round him saying, "This is where you got the idea,
isn't it?! You were influenced by girly anime!!!!"

16. Proceed to whack him over the head with whatever weapon your Sailor has.

17. Dye his hair purple and tell him that, with a bit more sarcasm added to his personality, he could
become Pai! (Pai may not be too pleased with you.)

18. Tie yourself to his door and when he goes to bed start screaming random things (make sure you can
untie yourself VERY quickly).

19. Ask, "WHAT'CHA DOING?!" every three seconds while he is doing research.

20. While he is drinking his coffee, tell him the lab is on fire (or something). When he rushes off in a
spaz, switch his drink to something really sugary. Then when he comes back complaining, shrug and tell
him you're sorry, it was a mistake. Then watch as he drinks your sugary concoction. Wait until he is
really hyper, then film him... The next day, when he has calmed down, ask him if he wants to watch a
video with you (if he says no, whine at him until he changes his mind). Then show him the video
of himself.

 

Note; to pull these off, you must be a REALLY fast runner!    

 



11 - Nani desu?! Sasu's gone mad!!!

 

 

Kish: Okay, I volunteered to do this... *Holds up piece of paper with prewritten disclaimer* Sasu-chan
does NOT own Tokyo Mew Mew! She only owns herself, the nonexistant plot and... Aoi no Kishi (Blue
Knight)? Okay...

Sasu: Well no one else wanted him !!!

Kish: ...Anywhoo, if she DID own us, Masaya would never have existed, I would wear more decent
clothes, and random perverts wouldn't pop out of nowhere and say "Dude looks like a lady!!!"

Random Pervert: *Pops up* Dude looks like a lady!!!

Sasu: Bakayaro!!!! Shut up !!! Leave my Kishy-kun alone!!! *Beats pervert to death with cricket bat, then
hides body and other murder evidence in a cupboard somewhere* Now on with the story !!!!

 

------

 

Ichigo: *Standing alone on top of a really tall building*

Sasu: *Steps into screen* So where are the others?!

Kish: *Follows* I don't know! Just not here!

Ichigo: Yay we won!!!

*Hamsterdance music plays*

Sasu: Where's that music coming from?!

Kish: How should I know?! YOU wrote it!!!

Sasu: Oh...

Kish: *Swirls hands in circles in front of Sasu's face* Use your imagination!!!!



Ichigo: *Dances Happy Dance, while getting closer and closer to the edge of the building...*

Sasu: NUUUH!!! Ichi-chan NO!!!!!

Ichigo: *Trips over her own feet and falls off building* ...Is this the end...?!

 

-----

 

Meanwhile, Kish, Pai and Taruto teleported into Tokyo. They were thinking....

"Ichigo..."

"Pudding..."

"..."

Kish looked up. "Pai's head is so thick it's like it has a barrier around it!!!" Sasu wheeled on a board with
a diagram of Pai's head on it.

"What I got was in code, sorry. If I DID translate it; it would all be in really big words that you wouldn't
understand."

"But I'm writing this, so I can make him think whatever I want!!!!!" Kish glared at her.

"...What...?"

Pai looked around. "Hey, what's that noise? It sounds like someone's screa-" Ichigo came flying (falling)
down towards Pai. Pai didn't have enough time to think (which is saying a lot! This is PAI we're talking
about!!!), when Ichigo landed on him.

Their faces met, and they were kind of...

...KISSING.

Ichigo and Pai screamed. "WHAT THE HELL?!?!?!" Kish was staring. Not just because Ichigo just fell
out of the sky, but more due to...

"Why couldn't Ichigo fall out of the sky onto ME?!"

Taruto, on the other hand, was really freaked out. "Uuuuuuuuuuuuuhhhhhh.....!" He was extremely
disgusted and confused. Who would want to kiss PAI?! That mean guy who called him names - he didn't
understand!



All the other Mews came up. "I-CHI-GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!! WHERE ARE YOU?!"

Kish stopped freaking out for a second. "Waittaminute... If Ichigo is there... doing that... Maybe she's
broken up with that tree-hugger!!!! That would be awesome!!!!" He began to daydream...

Commentator Kish: Ehh, Other Kish? It's kind of weird when you do that...

Kish spun around. "THEN WHY ARE YOU LETTING SASU WRITE IT?!?!?!"

Commentator Kish: ...*Shrug*...

Ichigo looked up and Kish tried to act cool. "Hey Koneko-chan..."

Ichigo frowned. "Oh, it's YOU." She looked blankly down at Pai.

Lettuce ran up. "Ichigo-san! We were looking everywhere and- OH DEAR GOD MY EYES!!!!!"

Zakuro died of shock (again), Mint just stood there with her eyes five times their original size, and
Pudding was holding a camera.

Then Masaya appeared out of nowhere. "Hey, who's that purple guy... AND WHY IS MY
ICHI-CHAN KISSING HIM?!?!" 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



12 - The big fight!!!!

 

(SasukeAndMomijiHaHa = Kat)

(NightRat = Rach)

It was a normal day for everyone at Kaibara High (yes I stole it from Furuba), especially Sasu, Kat, and
Rach. 

Behind Café Mew Mew, Kish and Masaya were staring each other down. Kish broke the silence. "So,"
he began, hate burning in his voice, "we're here to settle a matter over Koneko-chan man-to-man."

Masaya replied with; "You made a big mistake, challenging me. But I guess that's what you get for
taking what's mine."

Hearing him refer to Ichigo as a possession made Kish fly off the handle. He jumped onto Masaya and
punched him in the face. Masaya made the most cowardly move and attempted to kick Kish right in
the... you know... but missed, only hitting him in the leg.

"Nice try!" Kish taunted. With that, he kicked Masaya in the stomach, and the tree-hugger collapsed.
"That should teach you not to treat Koneko-chan with disrespect, you JERK!!!" He cried, tears
streaming down his cheeks as he stood against a sunset background. He seemed about to punch
Masaya again, but then his mobile rang. "Yello? Oh hey, Koneko-chan! So you're planning the party in
the Café now? And Ryou's on his way to the door? 'Kay, I will. Bye." After hanging up, Kish said one last
time to Masaya; "You remember what I told you!" And with that, teleported away to distract Ryou. Then
all of a sudden three schoolgirls came out of the shadows, who had been watching the whole thing.

Sasu, Kat and Rach came and looked down at Masaya. Then Rach spoke up.

"Girls..." She began, "Belong to no one. THEY BRING THEMSELVES TO A MAN IF THEY LOVE
HIM!!!!!" Then Kat punched him in the face.

"What was that for?!"

"I dunno. I've just been dying to do that!" Then Sasu suddenly kicked him in the shins, sobbing.

"AOYAMA YOU IDIOT!!!" Masaya looked up at her, holding his leg. "IF YOU'RE NOT MORE GENTLE,
THEN YOU'LL NEVER BE A REAL MAN!!!!"

"Omigod... YOU MADE SASU-CHAN CRY, YOU BIG JERK!!!!" Rach punched him in the eye. Masaya
tried to swing a punch back at her, but K grabbed his wrist and twisted it.



"HOW DARE YOU TRY TO HURT MY FRIEND!!!!!" She yelled angrily. Masaya was by now really
freaked out by these supposedly cutesy schoolgirls attacking him, so he ran away. He had only got
about five meters when Sasu's shoe hit him on the back on the head, followed closely by a Jeff Smith 
Bone volume. (Which is thicker than Order of the Phoenix!)

And then he woke up. He shot out of bed, alarmed, but then he thought, 'Oh good... it was all a dream!'
But then he realised he had an ice pack on his head, and a cast on his arm.

'Damn.' He thought as he fell back into bed, bumping his head on the way.

 

 

     



13 - INNUENDO!!!

 

Once upon a time there was a magical sparkly rainbow pony named Aoyama Masaya who owned a
magical bubbly waterfall. He flew to Furubaland and BROUGHT HIS 4KIDS-CENTERED EVIL WITH
HIM!!!!! He flew there on a jet plane. Because they had jet planes. And gay bars.

Meanwhile, Gaara ate cereal. He wasn't really sure where the cereal came from, but it was Cheerios,
and anyone who tried to steal them would get A FACE FULL OF SANDY PAIN. And cereal. Suddenly,
Pai floated magically down from the sky using his magical umbrella of magic that he was magically
holding on to (I don't care that he can fly anyway).

"Actually," he said, "they're poisoned. You're going to die. But first..."

BLADE OF THUNDER!!!!!!

"Oh," said Gaara. Then he fell forward into a bowl of milk, all the cereal having been eaten. Yes, it was
JUST milk. It came from a COW. There is NO innuendo here. Move along.

Yuki came in. He was wearing a PINK WIG (innuendo!). Ryou followed. He had grown a moustache. It
was blonde. Actually, that's not important. They all teleported. To the roof. Actually, that's not important
either.

Ryou looked at the wig.

"How can you wear that? ...It's not emo enough. I don't like you." He climbed off the roof. There weren't
enough corners to sit in up there anyway. He was only halfway down when ITACHI!!!! beat him up. With
a butterfly. Because that's possible.

"Uh," said Masaya, "where do I come into all this?"

"You don't," said Pai. "Have some Cheerios."

"No thanks. I've kind of been put off by watching Ryou getting beaten up with a butterfly."

"YOU'LL EAT THESE GODDAMN CHEERIOS THAT I PULLED SOMEHOW INTACT OUT OF
GAARA'S POISONED STOMACH, AND YOU'LL LIKE THEM!!!!!!"

"...'Kay."

-----

Walking along the road with Kish and Hinata, Neji was struck by a falling idea.



"HEY! Do you know what would make an otherwise GODLIKE fanfic EVEN BETTER?!?!
CROSSOVERS!!!!!"

"Um... We already have those, Neji-nii..."

"I am Snape, the potions master. Give me a quote that you DIDN'T steal from Potter Puppet Pals,
PLEASE."

 Hinata looked down.

"Why are Keiichiro and Shigure-san passed out in the middle of the street with a bottle of saké?"

"THAT'S NOT THE KIND OF QUOTE I MEANT! DAMN YOU! DAMN YOU WITH A CRICKET BAT!!!!"

"GURE-NII!!!! GET A PROPER SLEEP PATTERN!!!!"

"WAKE UP KEIICHIRO YOU SORRY EXCUSE FOR MANGA!!!!!!"

Shigure and Keiichiro woke up.

"What... are you saying?"

"We're saying turn around, and don't look at this butterfly."

 



14 - Quiz results XD!

 

 

Okay, this is a Naruto quiz I took on Quizilla.com! It's really cool!!! (And all the answers are mine, btw.
The questions are not.)

 

1. Name:

Sasu-chan.

 

2. Age:

Ehh. 12.

 

3. Gender:

Female.

 

4. Fave colour:

Pink!

 

5. Personality (be EXTREMELY descriptive. Take up a page if you have to.):

...Hyper. Even without sugar. Very, scarily mad. Can get emo if annoyed or upset. Gets upset easily. AM
EMO IF LONELY!!!!!!!! But I don't stab myself. Can talk for up to 10 minutes without a break.

Anime freak. Manga freak. What more is there to say?

 



6. Looks (I'll try to find a pic for you, so be descriptive):

Ehhh... long-ISH brown hair. Blue eyes. Happy/mad expression. WEARS DARK GREEN TOP WITH
ELBOW LENGTH SLEEVES (longer in winter) AND JEANS!!!!!!

 

7. Preferred gender for date:

Male. (No, really?)

 

8. Your past (please let's be descriptive here!):

Ehhh... Born.

Adopted by Akatsuki.

Stolen from Akatsuki.

Brought up in.... *shiver* THE REAL WORLD!!!!!!

Discovered Anime. (In order: Fruits Basket, .hack, Tokyo Mew Mew, Ghost Hunt, Naruto, Yu Gi Oh!,
Maburaho, Case Closed.)

Fell into my bike wheel (it hurt!).

Fell into Anime world. Dragged Kat-chan, Rach-chan and Shugo-kun with me.

Now live in Konoha, Mac.Anu, the Sohma estate, Ryou's cafe, or anywhere that'll have me.

 

9. Who do you think your BFF would be in their world?:

MY ETERNAL RIVAL!!!!! And best friend, too...

 

10. Crush(es):

...Do I really have to answer that?

 

11. Enemies:



ANYONE NORMAL DAMMIT!!!!!

 

12.  Rivals:

Oh, are we talking about in the Naruto world here? NEJI!!!!! And Sasuke. AND MY ETERNAL RIVAL...
KAT-CHAN!!!!!

 

13. Fave boys:

Neji! Itachi! Deidaraaaa! Gaara-chan! 

 

14. Fave gals:

Sakura... and TenTen!

 

15. What do you think of....:

Naruto: Hyper freak. I LOVE HIM!!!!

Sasuke: OMG! Quick give him coffee!!!!!

Sakura: Does she smell like cherries too? But seriously, she needs to give up on Sasuke and go out with
Neji instead!!!

Kakashi: Which shampoo does he use? I WANT IT!!!!

Sai: ...Creepy emo Sasuke cosplayer. Probably Orochimaru's grandson. Kill him.

Ino: YAY INO PIG!!! I likey her hair. But does she wear those arm warmers just 'cause Sasuke does?

Choji: Where does he store all that food?! He keeps producing it from nowhere...

Shikamaru: Where does he find all those fields to lie down in? I swear Konoha is surrounded by
forests... 

Asuma: He needs... to stop... smoking... It's bad for the kids (why am I calling them kids...?).

Kiba: ...Scooby snack?



Hinata: Nyeh, how can she survive in that eskimo coat? Doesn't she wear it all year round...?

Shino: Heh, bugs.

Kurenai: OMG IS THAT THE SHARINGAN?!?!?!?!?!?!

Neji: Cut and dye his hair while he sleeps. And steal his 'Destiny' catchphrase.

TenTen: CUT OFF HER BUNS!!! CUT OFF HER BUNS!!!!!!

Lee: Yes, Gai-sensei IS the best!!!!

Gai: BEHOLD MY POWERS OF YOUTH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Shizune: She should really stop getting so excited over temples which just get blown up anyway.

Tsunade: THE LEGENDARY SUCKER!!!!!!

Orochimaru: Oro Jackson. Probably Sai's grandpa. His arms are supposed to be dead, but they
apparantly still hurt!!! HOW CAN THAT BE?!?!?!?!?!

Jiraiya: STEEEEER-IKE!!!!

Fourth Hokage: I want his hair. IWANTITIWANTITIWANTIT!!!!!!!!! Also, I think he IS Naru-chan's
dad...........

Third Hokage: Killed Oro Jackson's arms. A hero. Big hat. Crystal ball.

Kabuto: I LOVEEEEZ HIS GLASSES!!!!! He looks so cute when he first shows up in the manga!

Zaku: Kakashi hair!!!

Kin: Sucks at being an Anime character.

Dosu: What happened to his face?

Anko: That coat must be very strategically placed...

Ibiki: His head... Ewwww.

Iruka: DOLPHIN-CHAN!!!!!!! HE IS MINE!!!!!!!!!!! MINE I TELL YOU!!!!!!!!!

Itachi: Super-cool! PURPLE NAIL VARNISH!!!!!

Deidara: Dei-niisan! MY FAVE CHARACTER BESIDES DOLPHIN-CHAN!!!!! And I love his hair!!! He
looks like a cross between Naruto and Ino with a little bit of Kiba thrown in.



Kisame: If you threw him into water, would he still breathe?

Tobi: Tobi is a good boy! His mask is MINE!!!!!

Sasori: Heh... Puppet master...

Kakuzu: ...Who?

Hidan: ...Ehh?

Konan: OMG SHE'S SO COOL!!!!! The Akatsuki needs MORE WOMEN!!!!!!

Pein: What are the marks down his nose?

Zetsu: HIS PLANT-HEAD-THINGY IS MINE!!!!!!!

Zabuza: Awesome! HE SHOULD HAVE LIVED!!!!! LIVED I SAY!!!!!!

Haku: OMG HE SHOULDN'T HAVE DIED!!!!! BAD KAKASHI BAD!!!!! Sniff... And he was such a cool
character too...

 

16. What would you think/say/do if Naruto came up and kissed you?:

I would blush so much my head would explode...

...And then I would beat him up.

 

17. Ditto Sasuke?:

I would tie him up, gift wrap him and send him to a certain pink-haired kunoichi named Sakura.

 

18: Ditto Shukamaru?:

I would... probably be caught in the Kagemane no Bunshin (shadow bind technique) before I could
destroy him.

 

19. Ino?:



I would run screaming to Kat-chan.

 

20. Hinata?:

Does she really hate her life that much?

 

21. Dare I say it... TSUNADE?!?!?!?!:

I would die.

 

22. Okay, say Itachi came and asked you to join the Akatsuki. What would you do/think/say?:

I would say okay, but only if I get a cool cloak and nail varnish too.

 

23. If you had to choose between your family or your one true love, who would you pick?:

I would join the Akatsuki and leave them both!!! Mwa hya hya hya!!!

 

24. What do you believe is the meaning of life?:

I exist only to blow things up (especially Masaya) and torment people. Especially anime bishies.

 

25. If Deidara and Sasori both asked you what you believed art was, what would you say?:

BANG UN!!!!!!! Yay for Deidara-niisan!

 

26. Pretend you can sing. What would you do if Itachi caught you singing in your room?:

I would beat him with a plushie until he either fell over or left the room.

 

27. If you saw Naruto getting picked on by a couple of Chunnin, and you were just a Genin, what would



you do?:

I WOULD RAIN DEATH UPON THEIR CURSED SOULS...

 

28. If you were in the Naruto world, do you think you would amount to anything? BE TRUTHFUL!!!:

YES!!!!!!!!!!!

 

 

Quiz is copyright Loner101 at  http://www.quizilla.com/users/Loner001/profile/. I repeat, ANSWERS ARE
COPYRIGHT MEH!!!!!!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.quizilla.com/users/Loner001/profile/


15 - Sasu's top 10 most annoying Anime characters!

 

 

After reading the SFX magazine's 'Most Annoying Anime Characters', I decided to make my own!!!! (I
apologise in advance if anyone reading this likes these characters...)

1. Momo (Peach Girl): She takes love WAY too seriously - and she's such a slut! Surely there are better
things to do than get raped every 5 minutes?!

2. Sai (Naruto): Who let the Sasuke cosplayer in?! All he does is stalk people and talk about... manly
parts. I bet he's Orochimaru's grandson. Or something.

3. Tohru Honda (Fruits Basket): She just goes around believing that everyone is wonderful at heart, and
deep down they just want to be understood. This gets her close to the unattainable Prince(ss) Yun-Yun,
and mellows the bitter heart of Kyon-Kyon. Great misfortune tends to befall any who dare to think she
isn't wonderful. You just want to hit her until she shows a proper emotion, like anger or something.

4. Leeche (Demon Diary [I don't think it's an anime yet?]): "AI-YAI-YAI!!!! What treachery is this?! A
Demon Lord with a beautiful face?! But no... I must resist your charms... FOR IT IS MY DUTY TO
DESTROY YOU!!!! SCREEAAAAAAAAAM!!!!!!!" Spoilt little self-centred girls are horrible. Spoilt little
self-centred girls with deadly smoke bombs to attack Demon Lords are even worse.

5. Zoe Hanson (Mew Mew Power): She really needs to either give up on Mark or kill him. He's worse
than Masaya (she's so desperate - but all the hot guys like her anyway! WHY IS THAT?!?!?!)!!!

6. Yugi (Yu Gi Oh!): Is it normal to get beaten up every twenty seconds? And what kind of person wears
their school uniform on the weekends? I'm pretty sure he's less wimpy in the anime, right...? (Wrong.)



7. Akito (Fruits Basket): How much more physically and mentally retarded can you get?! Kyon-Kyon,
Yun-Yun and Black Haru could take him down super-easy, but they don't, 'cause if they did he would
throw WIND CHIMES at them!!!! (And if he IS a girl, my god, she's flat.) 

8. Dren, Sardon & Tarb (Mew Mew Power): The most corrupted trio in Anime. Dren actually sang 'Sing A
Song of Sixpence' in one of the episodes - how weird is that?! And whoever their seiyuus (voice actors)
are, they must be gay. Or work for Orochimaru. Even though the American version isn't COMPLETELY
different from the original (and WAY better) Tokyo Mew Mew, their very presence makes the whole thing
so much... gayer. Case Closed (the American version) almost rivals them (Kami help us all...).

9. Kazuki & Kuriko (Maburaho): The worst couple to ever have entered Anime!!!! Each part of this pairing
is annoying in its own way, but with their powers combined they're a mass of irritation, the likes of which
haven't been seen since PXG or Power Rangers Dino Thunder (Kami...)...   

10. Balmung (.hack): To be fair, Balmung's only up here 'cause he's always so retardedly suspicious of
everyone all the time! In //a new birth he constantly tries to kill Kite (and he has waaaaaay too much
screentime anywhoo. He should give some to Tenten...)!!!!!!

 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAND a character who ISN'T Anime!!!!!!

 

Twig (The Edge Chronicles): What do you do when your parents abandon you in the Deepwoods? Go
off and get eaten by a tree, destroy Undertown, kill your newfound Father and unchain Sanctaphrax, of
course!!!! And what do you do when you marry and have a daughter? Abandon her for almost her entire
life then let her get eaten by wolves, of course!!!! And what do you do when your orphan grandson finds
you in the middle of the Deepwoods on his Treatese-voyage? Go and destroy Sanctaphrax again!!!!!
WHAT ELSE?!?!?! (But I do luveez him though... he is my favie character!!!)

 

 

SASU-CHAN APOLOGISES MOST SINCERELY FOR ANY INCONVENIENCE THAT MAY HAVE
BEEN CAUSED BY HER OPINIONS!!!!

YOU ARE WELCOME TO BEAT HER WITH A KAGURA ONEE-CHAN PLUSHIE AND ONE
BANDERBEAR PLUSHIE(S)!!!!!!



But not the Deidara or Itachi plushies. For they are sacred.

 

 



16 - Jiggly Squiggly Banana

I'm really bored, so I'm just gonna write a whole load of crazy crap and see what comes out XD.

Once upon a time there was a magical jiggly squiggly banana. It was lying peacefully in the street, then
Rock Lee floated magically down from the sky using his magical umbrella of magic that he was
magically holding onto, and ate the magical jiggly squiggly banana.

Meanwhile, Sasu, Kat, Rach and Shugo were eating ice cream. Sasu had strawberry, Rach had
chocolate, Kat had coffee and Shugo had vanilla.

Masaya ran up to them.

"OMG YOU HAVE STRAWBERRY!" He stole Sasu's ice cream and ran away.

Sasu cried... then went and bought another ice cream.

On her way back from the ice cream stall, she passed Neji sleeping peacefully beneath a tree on a
grassy verge.

Sasu jumped on his stomach.

"WAKEUPDATTEBAYO!!!!!!"

Neji shot up screaming. He looked at Sasu. "Dude... You're speaking two languages at once. That... that
isn't angsty enough. I don't like you."

Sasu was standing veeeeeeeery still with her ice cream, her eyes wide open and one twitching slightly.

"Oh snap..."

Shugo, Rach and Kat were walking up the road to find Sasu. They found her with Neji in a headlock,
yelling;

"You're family, you are! Family!!!!!" Kat covered her eyes.

"OMG poor Neji! There is no hope for him!"

Shugo put a hand on her shoulder. "Wait! I think I may have a solution." He walked up to Sasu,
produced a large frying pan and smacked her over the head with it.

Sasu fell unconsious, and Rach was trying to calm Neji down.



Shugo looked at Neji. "What the hell happened?"

Neji sighed. "Crack in her ice cream."

"Oh snap..."

Rach was fuming. "Okay! We're gonna find the person who did this, and set Conan on them!!!!!" They
marched down the road (Sasu slung over Neji's shoulder), to the ice cream shop.

They found Steven Blum behind the counter (you know, the guy who voices Zabuza). Shugo slammed
his hand down on the polished surface.

"Was it YOU who put crack in Sasu's ice cream?!"

Steven shrugged. "I wanted to see what would happen. I've never seen Sasu on crack before."

Ket leaned over the counter and shook him. "You killed Sasu! YOU KILLED SASU!!!!!!"

"Really?"

"No. She's just knocked out."

"Oh."

Sasu woke up. "...Is that Conan?"

Rach looked over.

"Yup."

"OMG CONAN!!!!!!!" Sasu's crack-induced little brother complex suddenly kicked in, and she got hold
of Conan in a headlock.

"You're family, you are! Family!"

"Owieeeeee!!!!!!!!"

DUH END.

Yeah.... that was random. I was listening to Bill Baily's thoughts on how Christianity would have been
totally different if they'd given the donkey some crack.

Such is my life.



17 - FMA Personalised >:D!

Mkay! It's an FMA personality quiz (taken on Quizilla.com dattebayo)!!!!!

1. (Honestly) Are you short?

...Yes. GOD DAMMIT EVERYONE IS TALLER THAN ME D::D

RP 5. When that's over, you see them when you're walking down the street with your shrimp fried rice
(or other Chinese food). They seem to be following you. What's your reaction?

(EHH?! WHAT FRIED RICE?!?!?!?! ARE YOU SAYING I'M SHORT?!?!?!?!?!)

Turn around and ask them WHY THE HELL A TALL (to me) PERSON AND A SUIT OF ARMOUR ARE
STALKING ME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

RP 6. If you didn't run away or something like that, they come up to you and the short one says "I'm
Edward Elric. -Shows pocket watch- I'm a state ALchemist." (Pretend you're a state alchemist too)
"Colonel Mustang wants to see you immediately."
He pulls you along. You don't fight it (ONLY 'CAUSE HE'S TALLER THAN ME D:!). You reach
Headquarters, then you enter Mustang's office, and he makes the usual short jokes to Ed. Then he asks
you the question: "We've found this - holds up a kitty (Colonel Bastard with a kitty?!)-, I was wondering if
you could take care of it." (Is that actually a question?) Al goes crazy. "-Pets cat- I LOVE KITTIES!!!!!"
Do you take it?

KITTY!!!!!!!!!!! OF COURSE I'LL TAKE IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! And I shall call it Ichigo, or something. Or if it's a boy,
I shall call it ALTO!!!!!

(Roy: EH-HEM.)

OH! Right! Yes, I will take the kitty!!!!! Can I name it?!

4. What do you think of these characters?

Ed: HOW DARE HE BE TALLER THAN ME!!!! Keh. He is awesome though >:D.

Al: OHMYGOSHSOADORABLE!!!!! I love his voice sooooooooo much!!!!!! -HUGS- (Oh! And his voice
actor also does Hiro from Fruits Basket!)

Mustang: Colonel Bastard. HIS DUB VOICE WAS SUCH A DISAPPOINTMENT!!!!!! RAWR!!!! But he



does pwn all. 'CaUsE hE cAn ShOoT fLaMeS wItH hIs PyRoTeX (AWESOME word!) gLoVeS... >:D

Armstrong: FINALLY WE HAVE ANOTHER ARMSTRONG!!!! (That's my family name :D!!!!!!!!!)
ARMSTRONG'S BALD HEAD!!!!!!!!!!!! His little bit of hair kinda looks like Izuru's from Bleach...

Lust: Y'know, her english voice actor also voices Tohru in Fruits Basket!!!!! ISN'T IT WEIRD?!?!?!?!?!
THEY'RE SOOOO DIFFERENT!!!!!!!!!!
Other than that, she kinda looks like my old music teacher 0_o'

Wrath: Okay, they REALLY don't need him... OMG GIVE BACK EDO-CHAN'S ARM!!!! AND HIS LEG
DATTEBAYO!!!!!!!!!!!!!! GYAWAH!!!!!! -Attacks Wrath with plushies-

Ed & Al's mom: Yeah... She isn't around long enough for me to think anything much of her... DAMN YOU
HOHENHEIM!!!!!!!

Ed & Al's dad: What's the deal with his name anyway? I repeat... DAMN YOU HOHEMHEIM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
YOU DISAPPEAR FOR A HUNDRED EPISODES THEN COME BACK AND TURN EDO-CHAN
ANGSTY!!!!!!!!! GYAWAAAAHZA ROFFLECOPTER!!!!! -Attacks Hohenheim with plushies-

Envy: Transexual palm tree! Transexual palm treeeeeee! And why does he look so much like Kish?!
Oh! And 'cause he's Edo-chan and Al's brother, does that mean he has another name? OMG I MUST
HAVE MORE ANIME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Greed: I think his jacket collar's made from roadkill :D.

MKAY! Well there you have it! If you didn't realise, pink is me and black is the original! Okay!

Ja ne ^^!



18 - Otaku Random Chat Party!!!!!

Sasu: FULLMETAL OTAKU BEHIND-THE-SCENES RANDOM CHAT PARTY HAS BEGUN!!!!!!!!!!!

Nyah....

chibi suke : nyahahahah >:] im invading sasu chans house ^^
me and saku chan have been running round her house like bionicwoman...oh and she just fell off some
exisizes bike ^^ so sasu chan, you were saying? :}

Sasu-chan: Yosh... KAT GET OFF MY MOUSE OR I'll KILL YOUR ARM AGAIN!!!!!! D:;[ WHAT DID
YOU JUST SAY!!!!!!!!!!!!111

kats lil brother: im taller than you chibisuke!!!!!!

Sasu: Yeah, but Chibi-chan's not height-sensitive. And Conan shrunk. HE DOESN'T
COUNT!!!111one!!!!! *Beats mercilessly with Mustang and Itsuki plushies*

chibi suke: T_T nayh.....sasu acttually thinks she can klick and some thing burstes into flames like,
mustang from fullmetal alcamist. >:D nyah chat party........ ok time for some other person her to talk, oh
and by the way.... I DONT CAREEEEEE KATS LIL BROTHER
NYAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH....um yewwwwwah.

Sasu: EEEHWHAT?! *Click*

KAT: *bursts into flames with pink and purple shiny bits*

ha!

Sasu: OMG ROFFLECOPTER IT ACTUALLY WORKED!!!!!111one1!!!eleven1! In your FACE
Chibi-chan!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Oh... Um... Sorry, Kat-chan...

KAT: le poof!

Mr greens computer: relax, put your feet up, and clear your head...



mr green: NOPE YOU DONT NEED TO HEAR THAT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

CLASS: ....

AHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH
AHAHAHAHAAA!!!!!!!!!!!HA.

Sasu:... OMG THAT WAS HILARIOUS!!!!!!

chibi suke: ...? no comment

Sasu: No, no, you had to have been there :D.
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